Title: Team Dog Handler/Walker
Duties include feeding, walking, exercising, jogging, cleaning up yard waste,
disposing of trash, moving trash bins out on trash days, cleaning bowls,
refilling water buckets, carrying 15 pounds of heavy water buckets, carrying
and moving 40 pounds of dog food bags, moving beds, leashing of dogs
with harnesses & specialty collars. Upkeep of property by tracking sound
structure, observing and reporting any property damage such as plumbing,
sprinkler, gardeners, vehicles & screening other vendors.
Assignments may include senior, handicapped, disabled dogs, multi-breed
multi
dogs, 10 pound to 110 pound dogs, walking 1
1-5
5 dogs at a time, maintain
property for 7+ large breed dogs.
Trust and consistent service is extreme
extremely
ly important to our distinguishing
clients in the community.
The requirements are:
- live in DBar or very close
- willingness to walk the neighborhood
- have availability for 2-4 hours per day between mainly the hours of 8AM3PM, must pickup 3 evening work assignments 7:30PM-9:30PM
9:30PM
- heavy text messaging, time sensitive texts, photo taking. Good, reliable
cell phone with texting and photo capturing feature REQUIRED
- reliable transportation,, must own vehicle in cases of transportation of
dogs. No uber/lyft,
r/lyft, bus, or bicycle for transportation.
- no work/animal work experience necessary
Competitive Pay: $14-20 per hour. 3-week training: $10.50 Our
Ou handler's
average about $16.65.
All assignments are in DBar with few in Walnut. There is great flexibility if
your schedule changes for we can trade and cover each others'
assignments. We are looking for about 3
3-4
4 hours per day, about 3-4
3 days
per week, our needs are 70% Thursday
Thursday-Sunday
Sunday and 30% Monday-Tuesday.
Monday
Majority of dog walking,
g, feeding, care, will be between 8:00AM-12:00PM
8:00AM

and some evening 7:30PM-9:00PM assignments. The evening assignments
are paid at $20 per hour.
We decline a good number of clients/dogs because we do not take
problem dogs of any kind (mean, aggressive, demanding clients). Must be
willing to handle multiple small, medium to large dogs at the same time.
Transportation of at least 2 dogs is required in your personal vehicle. This
is 60% of the time.
Serious, mature, responsible college adults are great. Although this is part
time work, long term employment commitment is preferred. Our high-net
worth clients demand proper care AND a maturity level that is calm,
collected, able to foresee problems and think for themselves for solutions.
Hiring Steps:
- email topdog@dbardogs.com vitae curriculum or resume
- mandatory to visit both our websites to research and learn about us. 1
click to apply from external job website does not complete application
process. Please find out the work we do to see if we are a good match for
you.
- write in body of email: 1 current goal, 2 accomplishments, 1 relevant work
experience, what 2 things did you like about Diamond Bar Dogs & Estate
Mgmt, LLC ( do not include how you enjoy working with dogs or dog caring
related response, be original, give us something great about your
perspective on the business) ,what city live in from Diamond Bar/91765.
- Provide your availability (even if uncertain, must provide 7-days & times
you are likely to be available)
- Year, Make, Model, mileage of vehicle
- Year you purchased/obtain your cell phone, brand, model, and carrier.
Approximately how many text w/ photos do you send per day?
- You are welcome to provide 2 photos of yourself with your dogs in the
same photo or an exercise activity (running, basketball, horse riding, etc)
- Are you active in exercise? Sports? Are you able to reach over a tall
fence/gate that is 5'10" tall in order to unlatch the gate? You can share
how tall you are.

- What date can you begin? Do you have any restrictions to jogging and
running with dog(s) in California weather: wind, spinkling, hot 90+
temperatures?

